Abstract: This work focuses on Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system using sketches, which is one of the most accepted, rising research areas of the digital image processing. The majority of the available image searching tools, such as Google Images and Yahoo Image search, are based on textual annotation of digital images. In these searching tools, images are manually annotated with keywords and then retrieved using text-based search techniques. The presentations of these systems are not satisfactory. The aim of CBIR is to extract visual content of an image automatically, like color, texture, or shape. The Proposed method used to introduce the design and the creation of CBIR systems, which is based on a free hand sketch which is known as Sketch based image retrieval (SBIR). In this technique, texture is used as feature for image retrieval. The texture features are obtained by using Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCOM).This process can be used as coarse level in hierarchical CBIR that reduces the database size from very large set to a small one. This small database can further be examined thoroughly using the wavelets, edge detection, etc. The sketch based system allows users an intuitive access to searching tools. This process can be implemented and simulated in MATLAB.
INTRODUCTION
The spreading of information technology (IT) a huge data had to be managed, processed and stored. It was also textual and visual data. Parallelly of the look and quick evolution of computers an increasing measure of data had to be managed. The growing of data storages and revolution of internet had changed the world. The efficiency of searching in information set is a very important point of view. In case of texts keywords are searched flexibly, but if images the used, we cannot apply dynamic methods. Two questions can come up. The first is who yields the keywords. And the second is an image can be well represented by keywords. The human is able to recall visual information more easily using for example the shape of an object, or arrangement of colors and objects [2] . Since the human is visual type, images using other images are observed, and follow this approach also at the categorizing. In this case some features are searched for images, and these features are the keywords. At this moment unfortunately there are not frequently used retrieval systems, which retrieve images using the non-textual information of a sample image.
CBIR is a technique used for extracting similar images from an image database. This technology conquers the defects of traditional text-based image retrieval technology, such as heavy workload and strong subjectivity. It makes full use of image content features (color, texture, shape, etc.), which are analyzed and extracted automatically by computer to achieve the effective retrieval [1]. The purpose is to develop a content based image retrieval system, which can retrieve using sketches in frequently used databases. Using a sketch based system can be very important and efficient in many areas of the life. In some cases we can recall our minds with the help of figures or drawing [7] .
The CBIR systems have a big significance in the criminal investigation. The identification of unsubstantial images, tattoos and graffities can be supported by these systems. Another possible application area of sketch based information retrieval is the searching of analog circuit graphs from a big database. The user has to make a sketch of the analog circuit, and the system can provide many similar circuits from the database [5, 6] . In this work sketch based image retrieval system was developed by using GLCOM. The Texture Feature for retrieving the images by using GLCOM method are used [8].
Texture Feature Extraction
GLCOM creates a matrix with the directions and distances between pixels, and then extracts meaningful statistics from the matrix as texture features. The main benefit of GLCOM is its rotation invariance feature. It means the GLCOM propertity values of rotation form of an image are equal to its original image. GLCOM texture features normally used are shown in the following: GLCOM is composed of the probability value, it is defined by P (i, j| d, θ) which expresses the probability of the couple pixels at θ direction and d interval. When θ and d is determined, P (i, j| d, θ) is showed by Pi, j. Particularly GLCOM is a symmetry matrix; its level is determined by the image gray-level. Elements in the matrix are computed by the equation showed as follow: texture feature include four properties energy, contrast, entropy, homogeneity.
Energy E = ΣΣ p(x, y) ^2 (2)
It is a gray-scale image surface measure of homogeneity changing, reflecting the distribution of image grayscale consistency of weight and texture.
Contrast I = ΣΣ(x-y) ^2 p(x, y) (3)
Dissimilarity is the main oblique near the moment of inertia, which measure the value of the matrix is distributed and images of local changes in number, reflecting the image clarity and texture of shadow depth. Contrast is large means texture is deeper.
Entropy S = -ΣΣ p(x, y) log p(x, y) (4)
The entropy measures image texture arbitrariness, when the space co-occurrence matrix for all values is equal, it achieved the minimum value; on the other hand, if the value of co-occurrence matrix is very irregular, its value is greater. Therefore, the maximum entropy implied by the image gray distribution is random. Homogeneity
H = ΣΣ 1 p(x, y) (5) 1+(x-y) ^2
It measures local changes in image texture number. Its value in large is illustrated that image texture between the different regions of the lack of change and partial very evenly. Here p(x, y) is the gray-level value at the coordinate (x, y).
The following Figure 1 shows how graycomatrix calculates several values in the GLCOM of the 4-by-5 image I. Element (1, 1) in the GLCOM contains the value 1 because there is only one instance in the image where two, horizontally adjacent pixels have the values 1 and 1. Element (1, 2) in the GLCOM contains the value 2 because there are two instances in the image where two, horizontally neighboring pixels have the values 1 and 2. Graycomatrix continues this processing to fill in all the values in the GLCOM. 
System Purpose
Even though the measure of study in Sketch-Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) increases, there is no widely used SBIR system. The main aim is to develop a content-based associative search engine, which databases are available for anyone looking back to sketchy drawing. The important task is to bridge the information gap between the drawing and the picture, which is helped by own preprocessing transformation process. The block diagram of SBIR is shown below as shown in Figure 2 .
Figure 2: SBIR Block diagram
The content-based retrieval as a process can be divided into two main phases. The first is the database construction phase, in which the data of preprocessed images is stored in the form of feature vectors. This part carries out the computation rigorous tasks, which has to be done before the program actual use. The other phase is the Retrieval process, which is the on-line unit of the Program.
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Preprocessing Subsystem
In the preprocessing system feature vector is generated. For the image database feature values are generated by feature mining. Preprocessing subsystem is shown in Figure  3 .
Figure 3: Preprocessing subsystem
Before the feature extraction, the images in the database need to be transformed into another form. The database consists of color images. In the retrieval process the color images must be transformed into gray type images. RGB images are converted into gray scale images. For the gray images features extracted. The GLCOM is used for feature extraction. For the image retrieval process the feature database is needed where it contains the extracted values. First, the image database is taken and project is executed. By using the GLCOM technique texture feature is extracted for each image of the image database. The four properties of GLCOM (Energy, Contrast, Entropy, and Homogeneity) are extracted for each image. The extracted texture feature values are stored in feature database which is needed further. This feature database is generated in preprocessing system which is the off-line part of the program. This feature database is additional to the program.
Image Retrieval Process
The main objective of our program is the sketch based image retrieval system, sketch image is used as query. In this work the query sketch was taken by translating original image into sketch image. All the necessary sketch images were taken by translating their original images into sketch form. For translation photo to sketch converter software was used. These sketch images are given as query in the program while execution process. The texture feature was used for sketch to generate feature value. The sketch image was taken as query image. The four GLCOM property values are calculated and stored as feature value for sketch image for each execution. The feature database which was created at preprocessing subsystem is added to the system and the four property values of the sketch image are compared with the values in the feature database. For the retrieval distance based search was used. The images and their feature values are stored and necessary mechanism for subsequent processing is provided. This is the database management subsystem, which consists of three parts, the storage, the retrieval, and the data manipulation modules The Euclidean distance between point"s p and q is the length of the line segment connecting them ( ).
D (p, q) = sqrt (Σ (qi-pi) ^2) (6)
The comparison between the sketch image and image database is measured by comparing distance values and relevant clustered images are displayed. The number of results to show in the user interface is an important aspect. Prima facie the first "n" pieces of results can be displayed, which easily can be placed in the user interface. This number depends on the resolution of the monitor, and forasmuch the large resolution monitors are widely used, so this number can move between 20 and 40. Our program has been written in MATLAB, and during the implementation some new idea of was considered.
EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

Used Test Databases
The system was experienced with more than one sample database to obtain a more extensive description of its positive and negative properties. The Wang database was used, which contains 100 images. The images can be divided into 10 classes based on their content, namely dinosaurs and mountains and another database is the Cambridge database which contains 60 images. In this work the combination of Wang database and Cambridge database is used for test purpose. The rotated images of original images for the test purpose since GLCOM is rotation invariant method which was used for feature extraction. All the images in the combined group are with the 816×616 resolution. These images are stored in JPEG format.
Performance Measurement
The efficiency of the system forming methods, and compare the different applied methods. The performance measurements are defined, evaluated and which method works effectively in what circumstances, and when not can be determined.
Let be a test database containing N pieces images, P length retrieval list, from which Q pieces matter as relevant results, and Z denotes the number of expected relevant hits. The act of SBIR described in terms of precision and recall values. For the Dinosaur sketch image which is shown in Figure 4 , the performance rate is high. In the whole database we have 20 rotated versions of dinosaur images. From those images 19 dinosaur images are retrieved. The retrieval rate is high by using the dinosaur image is texture dominant image. The GLCOM method for image retrieval is used to retrieve the texture dominant images efficiently. So, for the dinosaur sketch image more no. of dinosaur images is retrieved. For left over sketch images Dinosaur, Mountain, which is shown in Figure 4 and 5, the performance rate is low. Since the GLCOM method which retrieve texture based images are used, the retrieval rate for these three images is low.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, system architecture for CBIR based GLCOM with the texture characteristics of the image retrieval has been proposed. In spite of the conventional text based image retrieval, SBIR is developed which gives best results. The implementation is done in the coarse level which gives the normal results. For more accurate results the hierarchical methods such as wavelets, edge detection, etc are used. The sketch based system allows users a sensitive access to searching tools. In this work, it is observed that the proposed method achieved low retrieval performance over there three images for sketch based and color dominant images showed in Figures 4 and 5. The future work will focus on improved retrieval performance of sketch and color dominant images by exploring additional image features.
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